Realisations and Alternations in German /r/-Realisation
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Abstract

Rhotics, generally believed to be phonetically heterogeneous – are usually classified into one group of sounds due to their similar phonological behaviour and their diachronic and synchronic alternation [13, 12, 31, and 1]. Previous research has shown considerable segmental variation, especially in the realisation of /r/ in German which lead some authors to conclude that a positive description of the German phoneme /r/ does not make sense [11].

Index Terms: language variation, sound change, rhotics

1. Introduction

The realisation of /r/ produced by German speakers has previously been analysed in comprehensive corpora and /r/ was found to have undergone dramatic changes. An investigation carried out in the early 1970s showed that /r/ in the syllable rhyme was realised most frequently as a trill or a fricative [27]. Results of more recent studies showed that /r/ was found to be realised mainly as rhoticaised vowels (or a vocalised /r/ terms used synonymously throughout the paper). A relatively large amount of post vocalic /r/ realisations in coda position following long vowel [a:] has previously been characterised as elided or deleted. Nonetheless, more recent investigations in various languages describing the process of /r/ vocalization showed that instead of /r/-deletion [28] speakers are likely to retain the /r/ without a segmental realisation. Using cross-varietal data from German the paper will show that (i) the process of /r/-vocalisation is independent of regional variation and spreads from the north to the south in the German speaking countries in central Europe; (ii) vocalic r-realisation do not involve elision or deletion of the /r/-sound and (iii) the allophonic alternation between trills and taps is not random but triggered by prosodic properties.

Rhotics are described as trills, fricatives, approximants, taps/flaps, and vocalised /r/ (terms used synonymously throughout the paper). Using a distinction with respect to the phonotactics and the duration of the syllable nucleus preceding the /r/-sound the study showed that generally in SG trilled realisations of /r/-sounds prevail except in /r/ following long vowels where [a] was produced most frequently. The apicoalveolar trill was still realized in 34% of the targets. SG and AG norms do not allow vocalized realisations. In contrast, German norms [e.g. 22] allow for rhoticised vowels in /r/-realisations following long vowels and in unstressed affixes. Their occurrence is documented in the literature since the beginning of the 20th century [29]. (Note that the discussion of prescriptive and descriptive norms and codifications is currently debated in sociolinguistic studies dealing with German standard variation [e.g. 5].) The present study aims to provide evidence that previously found changes in the pronunciation of /r/ are not limited to the standard variety spoken in Germany but can be found in the present-day SG and AG standard varieties. The hypotheses for the present investigation are the following: (i) crosslinguistic characteristics in the /r/-realisations in SG and AG standard varieties remain limited to the consonantal correlates of /r/. The realisation of rhoticised /r/-sounds is evident in SG and AG which in turn implies a demand for changes in the descriptive codification of the pronunciation of /r/ in the SG and AG standard varieties. The second part focuses on the alternation between trills and taps which is shown to be triggered by prosodic structure.

2. German /r/-realisation

The realisation of /r/ in standard German has undergone dramatic changes within the 20th century, noticeable for many speakers of German in their own or public speech. In the beginning of the century /r/-sounds were predominantly realized (prescribed and described) as alveolar trills [r] [19]. In the second half of the century a transition took place towards the realisation of an uvular fricative or approximant [4, 26]. However, it does not need to be mentioned that almost the entire range of known /r/ variants can be found in the German regional varieties. In comprehensive investigations of the phonetics of /r/-sounds in German [e.g. 7] within regional varieties and within the standard variety [e.g. 26] a large number of variants was described. Previous descriptions of /r/-realisations in Austrian German (henceforth AG) and Swiss German (henceforth SG) mainly state untested hypotheses. Most authors agree that in Austrian German consonantal /r/-sounds are realized as trills [16]. In [23] both, apicoalveolar and uvular trills are described as the norm whereas in [24] only apicoalveolar articulation of /r/ was permitted. Vocalic realisations or deletions of phonetic content of /r/ were previously described for AG [e.g. 14, 17, 6], although these were generally without empirical verification. Previous studies in SG /r/ showed a large variability of possible realisations [9]. Using a distinction with respect to the phonotactics and the duration of the syllable nucleus preceding the /r/-sound the study showed that generally in SG trilled realisations of /r/-sounds prevail except in /r/ following long vowels where [a] was produced most frequently. The apicoalveolar trill is still realized in 34% of the targets. SG and AG norms do not allow vocalized realisations. In contrast, German norms [e.g. 22] allow for rhoticised vowels in /r/-realisations following long vowels and in unstressed affixes. Their occurrence is documented in the literature since the beginning of the 20th century [29]. (Note that the discussion of prescriptive and descriptive norms and codifications is currently debated in sociolinguistic studies dealing with German standard variation [e.g. 5].) The present study aims to provide evidence that previously found changes in the pronunciation of /r/ are not limited to the standard variety spoken in Germany but can be found in the present-day SG and AG standard varieties. The hypotheses for the present investigation are the following: (i) crosslinguistic characteristics in the /r/-realisations in SG and AG standard varieties remain limited to the consonantal correlates of /r/. The realisation of rhoticised /r/-sounds is evident in SG and AG which in turn implies a demand for changes in the descriptive codification of the pronunciation of /r/ in the SG and AG standard varieties. The second part focuses on the alternation between trills and taps which is shown to be triggered by prosodic structure.
3. Material and Method

The first part of the analysis is based on directly comparable speech data produced by newsreaders. Generally, in the German speaking areas, newsreaders are expected to speak a variety which does not feature characteristics to allow for a regional allocation. This has been validated in a number of perception tests [25]. The material consists of read speech produced by an equal number of five male newsreaders per variety. In sum ten SG and AG speakers read the same text: eleven news messages. The second part of the analysis is based on read speech produced by an equal number of four female and four male age-matched speakers per variety. They were all university students aged between 21 and 23. Initially the speakers read the same text as the newsreaders to ensure that the process of /r/ vocalisations was found in all speakers to the same extent, since their dialectal background differed (however, the participants were matched regarding the following criteria: age, living in a city, parents with university degree and native speakers of German). In the SG group four speakers were from Zurich and four speakers from Bern. In the AG group six speakers were from Vienna and two from Innsbruck. After making sure that all speakers produced vocalised /r/ in coda positions a word list was read by each of the speakers containing 15 word and 15 non-word minimal pairs: [æ:] vs. [æ:r] (word: ja vs. Jahr; non.word: ma vs mar. The recordings were carried out on DAT in sound proof cabins of the SG and AG public broadcasting agencies DRS, SFDRS, and ORF. The material was subsequently digitised at a sampling rate of 16kHz, 16 bit, mono format. The /r/-realisations were divided into three groups each consisting of three subgroups (see table 1) with respect to their phonetic environment, phonotactic positioning within the target words and the number of tokens produced by each speaker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>group</th>
<th>description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Word onset (7), syllable onset (13), onset in consonant cluster (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>Coda following short vowels (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>Coda in unstressed prefixes (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>Coda in unstressed suffixes (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Coda in pluri-syllabic words following long vowels except [a] (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>Coda in mono-syllabic words following long vowels except [a] (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>Coda following [a] (9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following realisations were found in the present data: [r] apicoalveolar trill; [r] uvula trill; [r] apicoalveolar flap (or tap); [r'] uvula tap; [x] apicoalveolar approximant; [x] voiced uvular fricative; [X] voiceless uvular fricative; [s] voiced velar fricative; [y] diphthongal realisation of Ur; [r] monophthongal realisation of Ur; [s] voiced uvular approximant; [0] /r/-elision (no auditory or acoustic cues). The /r/ realisations were organized using an adaptation of Ulbrich’s categories [23].

4. Results

The present analysis revealed cross-varietal differences in the /r/-realisation in onset position. In both, SG and the AG consonantal /r/-patterns were found to prevail. In coda position however, a similar tendency towards vocalized /r/-realisations was found.

4.1. /r/-Realisation in SG and AG

The results of the analysis of /r/-realisations in onset position (word, syllable and consonant cluster) did not show different realisation patterns in either the SG or the AG variety. Therefore, in Figure 1 the results for all /r/-realisations in onset position are summarised. It is evident from the graph in Figure 1 that there are cross-varietal differences in the place of articulation. Whilst both groups of speakers realised the majority of onset /r/ as trill (and taps); the place of articulation differed significantly (F(3,10) = 4.32; p<.05). SG speakers preferred the apicoalveolar place of articulation whereas AG speakers mainly realised onset /r/ in the uvular place of articulation. Also, AG speakers produced significantly more fricatives than Swiss speakers.

Figure 1: /r/-realisations in onset position.
The study showed that /r/ following long vowel [a:] is perceived as deleted or assimilated in the SG and the AG varieties. Previous investigations on the /r/ realisation in the Northern German variety also showed that /r/ in the sequence [a:r] appears to be deleted [26]. However, there is evidence that speakers employ strategies to retain the contrastive potential of /r/ without its segmental realisation [18, 28]. Also, the observation that there is no total assimilation of /r/ towards any other preceding vowel than [a:] suggests that speakers should develop strategies to maintain the contrast between [a:r] and [a:]. These strategies could be either qualitative or quantitative in nature. Qualitative differences would be observable in the formant structure, which has been found and described in an early investigation [15]. He showed that while F3 shows no transitional effects, F1 and F2 did. Quantitative differences would be found in the duration of the monosyllabic words. A list of stimuli containing minimal pairs of monosyllabic words and nonwords was developed. The list included 15 [a:r]-sequence words and 15 [a:] sequence words:
- minimal pair words: <sah> (“saw”) vs. <Saar> (place name).
- minimal pair non-words: <flar> vs. <fla>

They were mixed with 30 distractor items (monosyllabic words and nonwords containing long vowels) which did not bear any relevance for the present study. The test items were presented in a randomised order. This list was read twice in a sound proof booth by eight SG and eight AG speakers. The speakers were advised to produce non-words with long vowel. Following a perception test an auditory and acoustic analysis was carried out. The stimuli were extracted from the list and reorganised in a way that the minimal pairs produced by each speaker could be presented to naïve listeners. Ten participants were asked to rate whether or not there were durational differences in the minimal pairs. Table 2 shows that all speakers perceived the word or non-word containing the [a:r] sequence to be perceived to be longer.

Table 2: rating of durational differences by 10 participants (P1 – P10) in 15 word (grey) and non-words minimal pairs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
<th>P6</th>
<th>P7</th>
<th>P8</th>
<th>P9</th>
<th>P10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>word</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-words</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The auditory analysis was carried out by two trained phoneticians involving a narrow phonetic transcription of the words and non-words and the same rating of durational difference between the two items in the minimal pairs. Both transcribers perceived /r/ containing words to be longer (transcriber 1: 14 in words, 12 in non-words; transcriber 2: 11 in words, 12 in non-words). There was no overlap in the minimal pairs which were rated to involve durational differences amongst participants and transcribers.

4.2. Durational differences in [a:r] vs. [a:] The acoustic measurements were carried out using Praat [3]. Markers were set at word onset and offset of each of the stimuli for the durational measurements. Figure 5 shows the averaged durations of [a:] and [a:r] of SG and AG speakers separately. The analysis showed that in both, word and non-word minimal pairs the stimuli containing the [a:r] sequence were realized longer than those without. However, an ANOVA revealed that the differences were only significant in non-word minimal pairs (F(1;15)= 1.58, p>.05).

4.3. Tap and trill alternation The following section deals with the analysis of the alternation between trill and tap variants. The speakers of the two varieties alternated between a trill and its weakened (or hypoarticulated) variant: a tap. The alternation appears consistent across the two varieties except that the place of articulation varies. In the literature similar alternations have been described and found to be triggered by prosodic structure [20]. This part of the study focuses on the /r/-realisations in onset since only in this position it was consistently produced as a consonantal variant. 40 tokens per speaker were analysed. Two hypotheses were formulated:
1. [r] is realised in accented syllables; [r] is realised in unaccented syllables
2. [r] is realised before strong prosodic boundaries; [r] is realised before weak prosodic boundaries

For the analysis all syllables containing /r/ in onset position were prosodically annotated using the autosegmental
framework [2]. Thereby accented syllables, their tonal patterns, their degree of prominence, and their position regarding prosodic boundaries were annotated. The annotation of prosodic boundaries follows the ToBI system allowing for a differentiation of boundary strength [21]. Two correlation analyses were carried out. The results of the first correlation analysis showed that the choice of the consonantal /r/ variant is positively correlated to the accentuation of the target word \((r=0.856, p<.05)\). The second correlation analysis showed that hierarchically higher (stronger) prosodic boundaries trigger the realisation of hyperarticulated trilled /r/-sounds \((r=0.692, p<.05)\). In clitic groups (BI 0), phrase medial word boundaries (BI 1) tapped /r/-realisations prevailed. At intermediate or full Intonational Phrase boundaries trilled /r/-realisations were produced in the majority. These results were found across varieties and the intra-speaker variation was insignificant. For BI 2 boundaries (disjuncture marked by a pause or virtual pause OR tonally marked) a less clear cut result was obtained; trilled and tapped variants overlapped.

5. Summary and Discussion

SG and AG speakers realised consonantal variants only in word, syllable and on-set consonant cluster position. The manner of articulation was comparable to a certain extent. Mainly trills were produced but also a relatively high proportion of taps which can be interpreted as their weakened variants. However, while SG speakers produced apicoalveolar trills and taps, AG speakers produced uvular trills and taps. A relatively large proportion of fricatives were also found in the AG data. In coda position both groups of speakers produced mainly vocalized variants of /r/ with the exception of /r/ followed by long vowel. Here, a relatively large number of realisations was found to be consonantal but showed large intra- and inter-speaker variation. The relatively large number of fricative realisations in AG involves a process of posteriorisation of trills towards fricatives which has been reported for a number of other languages [10] and the German variety [27]. The quantitative analysis in word and non-word minimal pairs showed significant differences only for the non-word stimuli. This could be due to the fact that in non-words the perception and processing cannot be aided by any other linguistic information. So a speaker is limited to the sound sequence to transfer the stimuli. Previous investigations of /r/ have taken into consideration that the great range of possible pronunciations of /r/ documented for different languages might be conditioned by the syntax-prosody interface rather than being purely allophonic variation as traditionally assumed. The tap/trill alternation in both groups of speakers was found to be the result of the influence of prosodic boundary strength and accent realisation, however, this needs to be followed up using a more carefully designed corpus which allows for more controlled data also regarding the interaction with other prosodic factors such as phrase final lengthening. Additionally, the question of acoustic, auditory and articulatory correlates of /r/ needs to be addressed.
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